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Nobody in this audience needs to be told that the American
labor movement has suffered a calamitous decline in recent years.
The depth of its crisis is beEt captured in the numbers. In
L975, membership stood at an all-t ine high of 22 nil l ion. That
translated into a union density in the nonagricultural sector of
28.9 percent, down only by 3.1 points from the peak of 32.3
percent in 1953. Today, union density stands at roughly 16
percent, a dropoff by nearly half in fifteen years. In absolute
Lerns, membership is down by four nillion from the 1975 high
nark. But for the surge in public ernployee unionism since the
1960s, the labor movement would find itself in an even more
parlous state. In the private seccor, labor unions represent
lUout L2 percent of the nonagricultural work force, perilously
close to pre-New Deal levels.

' 
Back in the recession of l982--probably the darkest year for

the labor movement since 1932--the business analyst Peter Drucker
wrote a column for the WalI Street Journal (9122182, entit led
rrAre Unions Becoming lrrelevant?rr There was something very
particular--and prescient--about how Drucker put the question.
ft suggested some fundamental disjuncture: the industrial order
had gone off in one direction, the labor movement in another,
and, in so doing, was in danger of beconing rrirrelevant.f l
Druckerrs guestion defines a dominant strain of current thinking
about the problems of American labor. And,' from that
perspective, there seems to have developed a broad consensus
about the locus of that fatal disjuncture. It is on the shop
floor. Thus Kochan, Katz and llcKersie write:

[O]ver the course of the past half century union and
nonunion systens traded positions as the innovative force in
industrial relations . . . . An alternative human resources
management system. . . gradually overtook collective
bargaining and emerged as the pacesetter by elphasizing high
employee involvement and cornnitment and flexibility in the
util ization of individuaL employees. (1)

Involvement, comnitment, flexibility--these are the vatchwords of
the new industrial relations, and they are required, Ben Fischer
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tells us, nby_very new forces in the patterns of ownership,
nanagenent and narket behavior, along with radical new telhnoloov
. . . . The t1p9 of sork being performed by workers is changi",i.
The manner in which performalge Ls sought c6ntrasts drastiAiit-'
y+th.yesterdqyts strategies.rt(2) The 6onclusion drawn by a
distinguished panel of business and labor leaders for thl
Econonic Policy Council (1990) is that

[a: 
rthem and ustr system of_workplace relations tis] sinpry

inadequate in todayrs sociar and-economic environment.
Finding the conmon interests of enployees and enployers, of
unions and managers, and_ developing a process fol olercoming
the division between workers and minagers, is the critical
challenge that labor and capital nust-address in the decade
ahead. (3)

The foregg+ng quotations, which could be replicated many times
over, r think fairry convey a broad conEensus of what night be
called rrprogressiverr thinking (including inside the laboi
movenent) about the obsolescence of the adversarial system of
workplace relations.

rn what follows, there will be no attenpt to deternine
whether. (or to what degree) the adversarial systen is in fact to
be credited for the recent decline of the labor novement. That
would require an altogether different (and more daunting) kind of
exploration than the one r, as a labor historan, feel conpetent
to pursue. My concern is with the programrnatic inplications of
the attack on the adversariar system. The way petLr Drucker
initially defined the question--ar€ unions beloning irrelevant?--
enbodied the most.inportant part of the answer: nanely, it
identified the unions as the probrem. And if the gap Letween
institution and environment was wide enough, then it-would
follow--as indeed Drucker says--that rrthe labor union will have
to transforn itself drastically.n And those who have focused on
the workplace (as Drucker himsert aia not) clraw the same
concrusion. To adapt to the new industrial relations, says Ben
Fischerr 'xwi l r  d ictate a redef in i t ion of  what is a union. i r ( l )
Likewise, Morton Bahr, president of the Conmunications Workers
and co-chair of the EPC panel: n[BJusiness and labor, the readers
as well as-the institutions, must change the way werve been doing
business with each other over the la6t forty to fifty years, if
l le are to regain our conpetit ive edge.r(5) so raborlE-crisis has
brought the movement to a Juncture where this guestion is
seriousry contenplated: should institutional Change be
undertaken of the scope needed to pronote a shift iron
adversarial to cooperative workplace relations?

That is a question of deep historical resonance. It goes to
the issue of what has been enduring about the labor movement up
to now. And, in more dynanic terms, it asks how the American
movement made itself rrelevantt to earlier industrial
environments. How, so to speak, did it pass through comparabre
crises in the past?



To begin with, we have to take a longr view of the subject.
In A Theorv of the Labor Uovenent (1928), Selig perlnan coined
the term rrjob-consciousnesstr to characterize the American
movement. By Perlnanrs definition, job-conscious unionism was
*..--{-.-1{a€ {n t,ra e;raaifie wa.ye: first, in advancing the JCb
interests of workers, and, second, in placing the union at the
center of that effort. fn this formulation, wages and hours
mattered, but so, dt least equatrIy, did work rules. fndeed, it
was over job rights that Perlman found the basis for specifying
the diEtinction he was trying to make between cerman and Anglo-
American unionism. The former concerned itself

rrofrly with wages, hours, and watchful scrutiny of the
operations of the governmental bodieE adninistering labor
laws and social insurance o . . [but] utterly failed to put
in any bid for the dozens and dozens of the job control
rules achieved by American and English unions and designed
to give the membership a right to the job, freedom fron
overwork and arbitrary discrinination, and the protection of
their bargaining power . . . .t(6)

The burden of Perlmanrs book was to argue that this was not an
accidental or minor feature of Anerican trade unionism, but a
fundamental characteristic that was historically rooted and
central to its vitafity. Perlman was of course describing the
trade unions of the 1920s, but the job-consciousness he
attributed to the American movement renained a distinguishing
feature into the recent era. In western Europe, by contrast,
unions characteristically left shopfloor issues to state-mandated
works councils, with oversight and appeal functions lodged in
labor courts or other public agencies. Elsewhere, as i;
Australia, work rules were informally regiulated within the plant
of,r as in England (notnithstanding Perlmanrs Anglo-Anerican
category), through negotiation with autonouous shop-steward
structures. In a sense, the current crisis over the adversarial
systen provides the ultinate validation of the continuing
saliency of Perlnanrs insight. Workplace relations are a core
union-nanagenent problen precisely because they are so
intrusively a function of American trade unionism.

The long historical view ought also, however, to uake us
relativists concerning the specifics of work-rule systems. There
was probably a grreat divide stretching across the.nineteenth
century between artisan production, in which work rules were a
form of self-regrulation, and industrial production, in which work
rules pressed up against managerial control. In that latter
stage, there was an enormous variety of workplace systems. How
various is evident in Sumner Slichterrs great study of union-
management relations as practicgd just prior to the emergence of
the particular system that dominates our own industrial world.
Although Union Policies and rndustrial Manaqenent was published
in 1941, Slichter sas conceined not with the emergent CIO unions,
but with the many kinds of workers--miners, machinists,



railroaders, garnent uorkers--long organized and experienced in
collective bargaining. we can see, in-the case of miners, for
eyanprer Er1 elaborate system of workplace regulation utterry
different in the issues covered from those afprying to factSry
workers. Mine agreements focused on how the-Loil was to be
weighed, what maintenance work was compensabre (that is, not the
deadwork that was lhe.responsibirity of the niner), the price for
powder and blacksnithing, the fair distribution oi'coal Lars.
The forns of restitution in such agreements centered on a complex
system of f ines, (7) Matters such as seniority, Job
classifications, regulation of ttre workpace were-matters notably
absent.fron mine agreements--at least until the introduction of-
coal-Ioading machinery transformed the niner fron a tonnage to a
9"y.worker and changed the rabor process fron unsupervisea
individual work to the team labor of specialized oierators.

Yet, in the nidst of a bewildering array of workplace
lTra{tgeJents' Slichter identified connon underpinningl that he
dignified with the term rrindustrial jurisprudencer" by which he
neant rfa method of introducing civil rights into industry, that
is, of requiring that management be conducted by rule ralher than
by arbitrary decision.r American workers, Slichter wrote, rexpect
management to be conducted in accordance with rures . . . and to
have an opportunity to appeal to the proper person."(g) Thus, to
take the case of the tonnage miners I have described, the
specific job issues that concerned then became enforceable work
rures: a fornal grievance procedure began at the nine site and
rose by steps to the district Level, with noncompulsory
arbitration as the finar step; a pit conmittee represented
aggrieved ninersl and aII this was incorporated into a
collective-bargaining contract.

So here we have the context in which the adversarial systen
of our own tine took shape. The locus was of course the advanced
mass-production sectorl the tirue, the 1g30s. rf past experience
held,.one wourd e:<pect the process to yield a workplace systen
matching the particurarities of the mass-production reginl, and
understood to encompass what slichter carled industrial
jurisprudence. Indeed, when the process was over, that was
precisely how mass-production workers did perceive their
workplace system. consider the advice contained in a snall
booklet (dated January 1949) handed out by Local Z of the United
Auto l{orkers to new hires at the great chrysler plant--now
defunct--on Jefferson Avenue in Detroit.

If you think justice is not being done you . . . see your
steward about it . . . ; The grievanc.e structure functions
like a court of appears--an agency to which the vorker can
appeal his case when he feels an injustice has been done
hin.

The advice to new hires concludes, in itarics, marverousry:
Remember! Your union is your best friend. It is that
wonderfur defense rawyer, dt the point of production, that



every worker needs.and desires. (9)

Let me try now to describe the historical process by which
that adversarial system took shape. rn my view, the batlre over
the shop-fJooq riOhtq of production wor*ers stands at tt.e verf
heart of the industrial-union history of the 193os--not only is a
stinulus setting that novenent in notion, but as the problenatic
at the core or the union buirding process of the New Deal era.
rndustrial workers were not fighting for workersr contror--
notwithstanding the vogrue this idea has enjoyed in recent labor
schorarship. Too much had changed in the naEs-production
industries--the ministrations of ttenry Ford and Frederick w.
Tayror had gone too far--for workers to aspire to--perhaps even
conceive of--regaining the kind of craft control ana autonomous
work that had earlier characterized American industry. I{hat they
did demand arose out of a senEe of the rightness of Lnings 6
shaped hv the new bureaucratic, rationaliied systen of niss-
prodgclion within which they labored. I{here tisks were ninutely
subdivided and precisely defined by job description, for exampre,
there arose the characteristic denind of pay eguity across the
job classification system. Tine-and-motion study neant
objective--that is, testabre--standards for setting the pace of
work. l{hen workers conprained of speed-up, it was nohr less out
of outrage that the foreman was a [pusher.rr They berieved that
the system itself was being violated or nanipulated. And
finally, the internal labor markets developed by corporate
enployers to counter high turnover inplied uniforn rules
governing layoff, recall, even prouot,ion.

We have to bear in nind that in this period industrial
workers were overwhelningly innigrants, the children of
inmigrants, or migrants fron the south. rn their exgrerience, Job
opportunities came and went through fanily and kin networks. (10)
It is a renarkable moment--rarely captured--when consciousness
changes, when one set of values 

-is 
rLplaced by another. Such a

moment ocurred when these ethnic workers begin to say no, itrs
not right for one worker to be laid off while another keeps his
or her job because of tpullni everyone should be treated
uniformly by sone iupartiar criteria that applies equalry to atl
of us. One historian actually recorded Such a mornent among
French-canadian textile workers in Massachusetts. (11) But one
does not have to capture the precise circurnstanceE to know that,
in the consciousness of U.S. workers, it happened. It is
astonishing trow consistent on this point are the oral histories
by autg workers that r have read. Nearly every one haE a story
of arbitrary or capricious layoff, of the rrred applesr who
received favored treatnent (occasionally the informant hinself!).
These stories are intended to show how unfair the pre-union
regine had been. And there is an entire nythology 6f favors
granted to forem€D--s€XUdl in the case of wonen, bottles of
whiskey, lawns mowed, houses painted, in the case of men--by
workers desperate to their keep their jobs after the Great



Depression struck.

rn a fundamentar sense, emproyers could not dispute the
legitinagy of these grievances, which, after arl, 

"ib"" 
fron and

were defined by tfre.very industrial systen they had created.
This was true both in relation to. t!"-particuLir nJctritrt;rr--iou
classification, tine-and-motion study, internal labor narkets--
and also more broadly-in tlrat the.sylienatic labor management
they espoused unquestionably requirea that workers be tieated
according to fixed, unifornly applied rules. The pioblen was
lhat corporate managers did.l"t-Larry through on tireir o* iogfc.
rt.was the imperfection of the systen that irought it into
crisis. There was too much resi3tance from for6nen and first-
line supervisors, and, in the l92os, too little cooni".pressure
fron an unorganized workforce. (L2) And, once depressi;;-;4il;i,
there were sf,rong incentives to sqlueeze'sonethini-"ii"" out of
workers through ipeed-up and jinnied job classificati"".---
likewise, a9 with arbitiary riyoff, c6nplaints citea-repeatedly
by workers in their oral histories.

The coming of the New Deal, however, concentrated the nind
of management woTderfully. The occasion was the passage of the
National rndustrial Recovery Act (1933), and, nori spe6iri-aliy,
the famous Section 7a of that act, which guaranteed iorkers the'
riglt to organize. and engage in collective bargaining. Corporate
employers across the board responded by setting up eiployee
representation prans--conpany unions, so-carled. This vas a
cynicar maneuver, certainly, calculated to satisfy section ia
while forestalling the independent unionization oi workers. But
enployee representation--a works council system--was not a nert
idea. ft had been around for twenty yearsl espoused,
experimented wilh and regitinized by nany progiessivi enployers
as a nonunion alternative for giving a voile to workers. And
l_ow, undgr pressure from angry workers, from the NRA, and from
the outside unions, the enployee representation plans--toothless
initially--began to evolve-in-some praces into piototypes of the
modern system_of workprace representation--with a shop-steward
structure, a formar grievance procedure, and sone consensus on
key workplace rights. such rights addressed in particurar the
characteristic mass-production grievances r have- already
specified: pay_ eqyity, speed-up, and seniority. where 

'seniority

came from as the inpartial rule governing fayoff and rehire is i
particularly fascinating and revialing storyl but one
unfortunately that r cannot relate heie; noi, ror that natter,
9-an r say anythPg further about the conplex struggle that over
the course of the NRA period brought into being tf,6 uasic
elements of modern workprace.representation. Suffice it to sdy,
fi5st, that corporate ninagers (if under some duress) accepted
this system as,legitiuate, and consonant with the nals-prohuction
regime t!"y had created; and, secondl that all this happened
between 1933 and 1936 and before corlective bargaining-Legan.



only at this point--beginning with the great Ncron strikes
by rubber workers in 1936 and the revolutionary General Motors
sit-down strike of early 1937--did the industrial unions force
re-es-lllen frern cerporate employers and negotiate the first,
collective bargaining agreements. ,Negotiatsr is actualry not a
very apt description of what happened, which was essentially that
existing conditions--incruding the workprace systen r have just
described--were incorporated into the firet contracts. General
llotors was not kidding qhen it said (it was of course trying to
put the best face on tlings) that it had not given anything away
in the first contract it signed with the Unitid auto workeis in-
March 1937: not the conmitteenen designated to represent workers
inside the plants, not the concept of a formal grievance
procedure, and not the principle of seniority. But these nere
now contractual natters, agreed upon by two parties through
collective bargaining--an adversarial proceeding--and enforceable
as contractual rights, Iikewise an adversarial proceeding. This
is where the specifically adversarial character of workplace
representation enters the picture, although it shoutd be
recognized that, in its essential characteristics--that workplace
rights would be specified, adjudicated through a formal grievance
process, carried forward by designated representatives--this
system already inplied the adversarialism of any legal proceeding
as understood in American jurisprudence. Although they would
have preferred it to have been otherwise, corporate employers
accepted the absorption of this system--much of it their own
handiwork--into their contractual relations with outside unions.
There was this advantage: the unions, as parties to the contract,
were obliged to enforce it on their members. rn a tine of raging
wildcat strikes and shopfloor turnoil., this was no snall
advantage, and it guickly evolved into something of fundamental
value--the union as disciplining agent on its members.

Remarkablyr no faction, however nilitant (excepting perhaps
a Trotskyite fringe), denied that unions had this responsibility
and shourd honor it (although in fact they had a rot of trouble
doing so initially). General Motors had ample opportunity to
yalk away fron the union contract. The UAI{ was extrenely weak--
it lost the bulk of its menberE in the l93g recession and
virtuarry broke apart in factional confuEion--and in any case,
since it had not yet demonstrated its najority standing, it nia
no legar standing as a bargaining agent. There is no ividence
that General ltotors ever contemplated reversing history. ft had
accepted the fact that the adversariar system:-so-calred--was
appropriate to its mass-production factory regime.

The story as I have so far described it sounds like a
private transaction anong enployers, unions, and workers. But
there was a fourth party--the state. rt was after arr in these
rniddle years of the New Deal that basic and enduring decisions
were being made regarding a national collective bargaining



policy. The cornerstone was the National Labor Relations Act of1935, the wagner Act. As one reads that lary in right of what rhave said, one is struck by a remarkable ouission. 
-

Extraordinarily intrusive as it was in other ways, the Wagner Act
was absolutely silent about how workplace relations shouli be
structured. This is curious on two Lounts. Interventionisi
labor pgllcy of conparabre scope aluost everlnrhere else--
Australiars compulsory arbitralion system comes to nind as the
other exception--provided for some forn of works council iy=i"r.
Even more curious, it was not that Euch provision had nevei been
contenplated in the shaping of American labor-relation" poii;t. 

-

on the contrary, a works council systen was precisely wtrit tra&
been evorving--3? the enproyee representatioir plans Lecane
increasingly subject to 

-siaie 
regrirfation under NRA labor boards--

up to the tine the National Industrial Recovery Act was declared
unconstitutional in May 1935. In fact, tne fuiious debates over
a nationar labor policy of the NRA period realry turned on a
systemic_ question: works councils lwfrictr is whal enployers, as an
outgrowth of their.enployge representation plans, alvoiateil r oL
collective bargaining (which the Anerican reaeraiion of r,abbi
insisted on)? The wagner Act represented a total--trury a
stunning--victory for the unions. The objective of the law,
stated in its f irst sectionr--yas to pronote tractuar l iberty'of
contractrr and to renedlr the rrinequality of bargaining powei. tt
Everything in the }aw itself--including the express iuarantee of
the_right to strike--was carcurated to foster inaepeident
employee organization and collective bargaining to a contract.
rt was not that the law did not contemprite sone form of
workplace representation, but rather that it assumed that this
would be the outcome of--the creature of--collective bargaining.
so that, in a quite fundamental sense, it was the state itself-
that nandated tle adversariar character of our system of
workplace relations.

And not olly that. once the specifics of that system
emerged--ind, it needs renembering, those specifics irere in place
prior to the start of collective uirgaining and had iris". 

"ii-oithe very same systemic struggle that-had tea to the wagner Act--
the state moved to legitinize the adversarial system. 

-This

t_rappened.because of a-daunting legal issue raisla uf tne new
legisration. rn the past, cotteciive bargaining agieements had
no--or olly dubious--standing as enforceafte contricts because
trade unions thenselves had Do--or olly dubious--standlng ;
corporate entities. (|3) The new legisration gave unions a
definite regal standing insofar as, under the provisions of the
raw, they becane certified bargaining agencies-with whom
enployers nere obrigef to bargain in-gooa raittr. Any anbigruity
on that score was definitively settled by the Taft-Hirtley-Act'
(L9471 z. suits for violations of contracls arrived at under the
provisions of the National Labor Relations Act were 

""[iJ"iui.-and fell within the jurisdiction of the federal district 
"o,.iir.The trouble was that there was no federal raw or precedent on



which the courts could proceed. Rather than remedy that
fornidable oversight, the courts did a remarkable thing. They
shifted the responsibility to the privately-created grievance
procedures of the collective bargaining agreements. By this
+{,*-, !l-a t-o66=', thae.a agrcretnants almost Lnvariably included

binding arbitration as the final step. In the Steelworkers
Trilogry (1960), the Suprene Court ruled that, insofar as
arbitration covered disputes arising out of the contract, to that
degree the finding of the arbitrator uas binding and legally
enforceable by the court5 without review (save where it was
rrapparentrr that an award did not arise from the terms of the
agreement). In effect, this private arrangement of dispute
settlement was elevated to quasi-legal status, and that carried
with it powerful legitinating benefits for the larger systen of
workplace representation within which the grievance procedure
rested. The collectl.ve-bargaining agreeDent, pronounced the
Supreme Court, is rrmore than a contract.rt It is nan effort to
erect a systen of industrial self-governmentrf and rrcalls into
being a new common law--the common law of the particular industry
or a particular shop.'(14) I{hat the Court of 1950 was
deEcribing, of course, is the enbattled adversarial system of our
own day.

* * * * *

Let us assume, for the sake of argrument, that the mass-
production regime to which that adversarial system was responsive
is in fact coming to an end. I{hy should we believe that the
succeeding regime will not in its turn set in notion a process
that, like the one we have just surveyed, will end with a new
adversarial system, a postmodern version, so to speak, of what
Sunner Slichter half a century ago called industrial
jurisprudence? The answer, at its most basic, would have to be
that past experience no longer applies. Indeed, that is
precisely what Ben Fischer does say about nthe new face of much
of industrial relationsrr: it tr is not a replay of history.r(15)

If that is true, then of course the historical analysis in
which I have been initulging can have utility onty of a nigative
kind. It can do no more than underline and assess the
historically-rooted constraints on union adaptation to the new
industrial relations. But ne need to specify quite precisely the
historical discontinuity that must transpire: namely, that the
new industrial relations not give rise to a crisis over
industrial justice.

Proponents do indeed make that assumption. New modes of
flexible production and knowledge-based operation, they arftue,
require an abandonment of the Taylorist reliance on hierarchical
control and a rationalized division of labor. The emerging post-
Taylorist system of industrial relations is characterized by what

9



Charles Heckscher calls rrnanagerialisn, rr nhose ain it is ltthat
every enployee be a manager, involved in decisions and
contributing intell igently to the goals of the corporation."(16)
To achieve these results, corporations have enlisted a
sophisticated human-resources science that Kochan, Katz and
McKersie assure us has mastered the nysteries of enployee
notivation. Under its guidance, a vide range of pr6grins have
taken shape--a11-salaried conpensation, profit-sharing, work
sharing, flexible work schedules, palment for knowledge,
autononous work teans, ingenious systems of comnunication and
grievance handling. xAt its best, r concludes Heckscher, rrthe
managterialist order offers genuine improvements in the situation
of enployees as well as in the effectivenesra of the
orgnizat ion.  u (17)

If the managerialist order at its trbesttr becomeE the norm,
what are the prospects for the labor novement? The critical
guestion is really not how successful the existing unions can be
at transforning their relations with organized enployers. Let us
suppose every union matched the inventiveness of the United
Steelworkers of America in the face of the steel industryrs
extraordinary collapse during the early 1980s. (18) The
Steelworkers came out of that crisis with its union-managenent
relations intact, but with a membership half the size of L975.'In basic steel, the number of production jobs fell frorn half a
nil l ion to LzO,000, and is l ikely to shrink sti l l  further. The
USWA calls to nind the most robust of the old-line unions of the
pre-New Deal €ri--successful within their own jurisdictions, but
increasingly out of the mainstream of the dynanic mass-production
economy of the 1920s. Only today it is the mass-production
sector that is falling out of the ruainstream. Without
penetrating the new dynarnic sectorsr ds it did in mass production
fifty years d9o, the labor novement can look forward only to
stagnation and decline. In these sectorsr tlo amount of union
enthusiasn for cooperative relations and enployee involvement is
Iikely to persuade enployers that collective bargaining is
preferable to a union-free environnent. And if Heckscherfs
managerialist order lives up to lts pronise, vhat incentive would
their employees have for joining a union?(19)

Elsewhere in his stinulating book The New Unionism,
Heckscher offers us a possible answer. He reports a startling
rise in the levels of dissatisfaction in all categories of white-
co1lar employees in recent years. Consider what the Opinion
Research Corporation found in Surveys aDong managers at about 2OO
conpanies over a thirty period fron the 1950s to the early 1980s.
Those who rated their conpanies favorably in terns of fair
application of policies and rules dropped from almost 80 percent
to less than 4O percent, those who felt secure in their jobs
declined from nearly 100 percent to 55 percent, those who thought
their company was a better place to work than when they had
started stood at a little higher than 25 percent. Among clerical
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workers, oRc figures indicated an approval rating of company
fairness down fron 7O percent in the 1950s to 20 percent-in-1929.
This is happening, Heckscher suggests, partly because of a new
spirit of entitlenent to state-mandated due process and anti-
disCfininatory rights, and even Dore because of the injury that
eorporate res-tructurihE in its various gruises(20) has inflicted
on the privileged status of white collar and seni-professional
employees. Heckscher sees signs of an energent movement, still
inchoate and and divided among many interest groups, but acting
rron a single premise: that corporations, while they nay have
property rights, have no right to abuse their employees.tr(21)

But then Heckscher adds: rrThis is quite different from the
prenise that fueled industrial unionisn.tt(22) Heckscherrs error
here is absolutely fundanental, masking as it does a vital
continuity between past and present. Recall the noment at which
industrial unionism crystallized during the 1930s. There had
been a prior period of struggle driven, as now, by a deepening
sense of industrial injustice. That its roots may have been
sonewhat different from those aninating the incipient novenent
that Heckscher describes seems to me not especially germainer so
Iong as we are not prepared to deny that injustice can be as
potent a conception for industrial workers as for niddle nanagers
and seniprofessionals, and as potent if it arises from the
factory regime as fron a sense of legal entitlenent (although,
with the adoption of Section 7a, there developed in the ninds of
industrial workers as well a strong sense of legal
entitlement) . (23) During the battles over enployee
representation of the NRA period, the terms of a just workplace
system took shape and gained the broad assent of all parties
(including, in large measure, managenent). Empowered by the
Wagner Act, the industrial unions then seized that systen, gave
it contractual form, and, in short, made themselves the
institutional enbodinent of the job interest,s of the mass-
production workers.

fn this achievenent resides the essential historical
continuity on which I an insisting: that what nade trade
unionism cornpelling to Anerican workers in the past--and is
likely to do so in the future--was its job-conscious capacity to
Iink itself to their aspirations for industrial justice. The
labor movement cannot itself define those aspirations, nor very
much influence the processes that give rise to them. This was
true for the industrial workers of the I930s, and true likewise
of the incipient movement for enployee rights to which Heckscher
calls our attention. Should that movement reach crisis
proportions, however, the stage would be set, so to speak, for
the next CIO. Precisely how that process would develop is of,
course not knowable, but it could be expected to take place
within a comparabl.e cycle of robust economic and political
struggle and to contain analogs to what was essential in the rise
of the first CIO--the construction of a mutually accepted systern
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of workprace rights, (24) a najor revision of the rabor law, (25)
and the fashioning of new union structures.

Anerican industrial relations has arrived at an odd
juncture. Hohr can we be moving at once toward a cooperative
Iabor-management systen and also toward a deepening crisis over
enployee rights? The expranation wourd seem to be that basic
structural forces are in contradiction.. postindustrial
t_echnolog'y.demands involvenent and conmitment from employees, but
t|9 gonpetitive market and corporate restructuring now aeny to
all but the nost sheltered firns the means for as-uring tha job
security and predictable treatment on which employee connitnent
depends. How that contradiction is resolved remains to be seen,
but on its resolution probably rideE the future of the American'
labor movement. Insofar aE the outcome favors nanagerialism, to
that extent laborts pros.pects are surely foreclosed. rt was
because the contrary happened in the l93Os--because welfare
capitalisn failed under the stress of the Great Depression--that
the occasion nas provided for the rise of the industrial unions.

Ebbattled as it is, the labor movement hears on all sides
today calrs for an end to rradversarialism.r rnsofar as this
means responsiveness to the logic of a post-Taylorist system of
production, the advice is sound, and artogether consistent with
historical experience. It bears repeating that, after all, the
rradversariarn work-rures system non so roundry condemned was
adopted not in opposition to, but directly in confornity with the
logic of the mass-production regime. But retreating fron rrthem
and usrr as a basic orientation is a different matter. The labor
Dovement witl not prevail by trying to persuade nonunion
enployers. It is their enployees that have to be persuaded, and,
if and when that tine comes, vhat will persuade them will be the
only kind of appeal that has worked with American workers since
the early days of Sanuel Gonpers: narnely, the identification of
the union with their denand for industrial justice. The source
of that appeal is the abiding job-consciousness of Anerican trade
unionisn. rn this sense, laborrs past is deepry and irrevocably
inplicated in whatever future it has.
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